Ixxiv	Introduction: Part VI
king to have proclamation made, offering half his kingdom to whoso-
ever should cure the prince. This was done. The minister reported
it to Qaradanandana, who was still hidden in his cellar; Q. told him
to tell the king that he had at home a certain seven-year-old girl,15
who would be able to cure the prince. Hearing this the king came to
the minister's house 16 with his court and with the mad prince; and £!.,
hidden behind a curtain, spoke successively the four vss 638, 680, 466,
and 541, each of which in the Sanskrit begins with one of the four
syllables sa, se, mi, ra.11 After each verse the prince dropt one of the
four syllables he had kept repeating, and after the fourth verse he
became perfectly normal. The prince then told the story of the bear
and the tiger. The king with vs ££0 askt the supposed girl how she
knew about all this, and with vs 308 £. replied that he knew it by the
power of SarasvatI, that is Divine Wisdom personified, even as he
knew of Bhanumati's mole. In amazement the king drew the curtain
and saw Q., and bowed before him. The minister then told of what
he had done; the king complimented and rewarded him, and remarkt
on the value of having such men about a king. 17
1. So MR; the minister's son Buddhisagara SR. In JR nothing is said about the
attempt to restrain him; he disregarded the omens and went. 2. In both SR and MR.
3. This reflection, with the vs, occurs in SR and one ms. of MR, but was probably
not in the true text of MR. See the passage and the Critical Apparatus. 4. Ante-
lope SR. 5. No followers mentioned in JR. 6. Horse not mentioned here in JR;
but below it is mentioned in all. 7. Ape, in which the deity of the tree was incarnate
JR (which greatly abbreviates the following colloquy). 8. This acknowledgment only
in SR. 9. These vss not in MR. 10, Not in JR. 11. JR vi for sa, since vs 638 begins
with vi in JR. 12. Not mentioned in JR. 13. This clause not in JR. 14. The sugges-
tion is made by the king in SR. 15. Age not mentioned in SR; a seven-year-old
daughter of &> MR. 16. To the cave where C- was, MR. 17. The king's closing
speech is very brief in JR; simply one sentence of tunica to Bahu^ruta.
VEIL   Frame-story : Eighth Section.   Bhoja's first Attempt to
Mount the Throne
Pleased by the minister's tale and its moral,1 King Bhoja went to
Dhara, taking the throne with him. He erected a beautiful hall of a
thousand columns, and set up the throne in it. He caused to be
brought together all the paraphernalia 2 for the royal coronation;
yellow orpiment,3 mustard,4 turmeric,6 sandalwood,0 and durva-
plants,7 and water from sacred watering-places; * various kinds of
fruits,9 and other auspicious objects. He had the earth with its seven

